
13-15 Years Dance - 2020 

Overview 
A modern dance routine, including boppy, showy & faster movements with the aim of 

entertaining the audience. Although fast paced, should have moments where lines/shapes 

can be seen and interpretation can be added throughout. 
 
The right side should be first in all routines. 
 
* Must be choreographed within a 3m x 3m box/space.  This is to ensure that the routine does 

not move too much in any direction and can easily be performed on a stage without 

impacting other competitors. 

Length 
1 min - 1 min 10 secs 

Music 

Upbeat, modern, fast tempo with changes in tempo 

* Must be age appropriate and available for purchase on iTunes 

Structure 
Start Pose 
Approx. 7 sets x 16 counts 
Minimal repeats opposite 
End Pose 

Skills to be included 

Leg Positions Arm Positions 

 Single jazz pirouette (option - to allow 

to extend to double - allow time in 

music for slow preparation) 

 Step ball change 
 Travelling step 

 Low kick, ball change 
 Hips and heads! 

 Chaine turn 
 High kick on each leg - front OR 

corner 

 Low kick, ball change 

 1st repose 
 Sit into hip, other foot on ball 

 Simple direction change 
 Body circle with legs plie in second 

 Jump feet out/together 
 Levels - go to floor once, or half bends 

or bob down 

 Some hands in fists 
 Chest arch/ body circle 

 Arm positions need to be clear so they 

can be described in physie/ ballet/jazz 

terms 

 Cross bend (with fists) 
 Heave 

 Pop/pump chest  
 Body isolation 

 Hips firm or inverted hands on hips 
 Roll shoulders 

 Shoulder movements (if suits style) 



Skills Challenge (Include a selection of the following challenging/developmental skills): 

Choose 2-3 of the following skills: 

Fan kick Floor fan kick 

Flick both legs (one after the other) small 

first leg, bigger second leg Jump feet out/together 

Jete (is a small jump off one foot) to 

second OR forward Jump - from first  

Grand jete (consult with warmup 

choreographer) Stag jump 

Attitude leap Middle splits 

Sweep leg into attitude jump  Ball change or step/step into Grand jete 

Turning leap  
 


